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Prada's  nylon backpacks  are an example of fashion meets  function. Image credit: Prada

 
By SARAH JONES

As consumers seek out more experiences than things, accessories sales overall are down, but designs that offer
luxury, function or both are seeing growth.

According to data from NPD Group, designer accessories grew 10 percent in the last year and now represent 12
percent of the category's total sales. Consumers are responding to styles that afford them flexibility and fit their lives,
calling for high-end designs that incorporate ease.

"Everything should be a problem-solver in the mind of the consumer, and fashion accessories manufacturers are
starting to embrace this," said Beth Goldstein, accessories and footwear industry analyst at The NPD Group, Port
Washington, NY. "Even luxury designer brands are adding more function into their products, and this convergence
has proven to be an equation for even greater success among today's fashion accessory consumer."

Handbag haven
NPD's research covers handbags, small personal accessories and luggage.

Consumers are responding most positively to accessory designs positioned at opposite ends of the spectrum that
deliver either functionality or fashion.

While shoppers may buy more of functional goods such as stylish backpacks and spend more on clutches or
shoulder bags, the real area of growth is in designer goods. High-end labels were the only brand segment to show
an increase in sales of fashion accessories last year.

In addition to responding to designs that feature either function or luxury, consumers are also interested in
accessories that provide a blend of both characteristics.

Some luxury labels have created products that incorporate functionality without losing a sense of design.

Prada recently got back to its roots with a Black Nylon collection. The handbags and backpacks, originally
introduced three decades ago, became popular due to their lightweight fabrication.
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Updating nylon, Prada tapped four architects and industrial designers to design uncommon interpretations of the
material. Unveiled at the brand's fall/winter 2018 menswear show, the creations included a bag that functions as a
garment and a frontpack (see story).

Gucci also embraced materials beyond leather, creating an embossed rubber tote inspired by beach bags.

Part of #GucciSS18, a collect ion of oversize rubber totes featuring the Gucci vintage logo. Referencing the shape
of vintage beach bags, the designs are embossed with House logos and phrases. Artwork by @ignasimonreal.
#AlessandroMichele

A post shared by Gucci (@gucci) on Mar 29, 2018 at 7:21am PDT

Fashion has also embraced the return of the hands-free fanny pack. Gucci, Miu Miu and Valentino are among the
brands creating belt bags that feature luxe detailing such as quilted leather, brand logos and velvet.
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Add a dose of color to your look with the new Miu Miu belt  bags.

A post shared by Miu Miu (@miumiu) on Apr 20, 2018 at 2:16pm PDT

Adjustable or multiple straps are another way in which luxury brands are offering consumers more flexibility. For
instance, a model of Dolce & Gabbana's Devotion handbag that debuted on the runway in February can be worn as a
shoulder bag or crossbody courtesy of an adjustable chain strap.

LVMH-owned luggage maker Rimowa has embellished its functional aluminum and polycarbonate suitcases with
design partnerships.

In an indication of luxury's increasing embrace of streetwear, Rimowa joined with Supreme on co-branded versions
of its Topaz suitcase. Combining Rimowa's craftsmanship with Supreme's buzzy branding, the cases reflect both of
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their appeals (see story).

Accessories opportunity
In addition to the higher end, other research has found that more accessible accessories are a big opportunity for
luxury.

According to data from Euromonitor, accessible items will be the driving force of the $350 billion personal
accessories market.

In 2017, the category was on track to see 4 percent growth over the previous year, with products such as affordable
jewelry and handbags behind much of the increased sales. While lower-priced luxury items reflect a growing
opportunity for upscale labels, they should wade into this territory carefully to preserve their positioning (see story).

While the personal luxury goods business is seeing an impact from consumers trading in things for experiences,
one CEO argued that physical merchandise itself can become an experience.

Millennials are known to be experience driven, always looking for the most exciting activity to share on social
media. But the value of having ownership over a luxury product can be an experience itself.

During Cond Nast's International Luxury Conference on April 18, the co-CEO of Rimowa said he believes that while
millennials are interested in experiences, it is  not the only value that drives them. The pull of a luxury product, which
has a story and experience itself, could be enough to attract the aging millennial group (see story).

"The move from acquisition and consumption to experiences, travel, and healthier living, is  challenging the fashion
accessories industry to remain relevant among competing spending opportunities vying for consumer dollars," said
Marshal Cohen, chief industry advisor at The NPD Group. "Luxury items have managed to keep the industry alive, as
consumers view these products as worthy of the investment, but fashion accessories manufacturers and retailers
also need to look at how consumers live and address a broader spectrum of needs, desires and demographic life
stages."
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